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Friction stir welding and spun formed domes could provide a highly reliable
F	 Sir Welding and and low cast manufacturing approach to manufacture [awe?' mass tanks for Structures, Materials.
Reduces Ares and Altair ' €ank mass
by reducing weld mass	 Could Ares I FYri95MM-1 Spurt
pun 
Farmed Do€tte Ares L Current state of the art manufacturing capabilities are exceeded ti and Mechanisms Funded
_
marginally improve reliability and Ares 1, Ares V, Lander' 	 Ares V FY13 Highly Desirablythis technology for Ares I anc will be substantially exceeded by the Ares V (SMM) Project Altair FY13
core stage tanks. 	 Completion is required by Ares I CDR. cost_
Lightweight Orion parachute materials are required for re-entry of the lunar
Orion Command Module. Lightweight Nylon broadcloth for skirt to shoulder Structures, Materials : Reduces 3ness of Orion parachute
SMM-2 CEV Parachute Materials region of main canopies and M5 fiber-based fabrics for structural grids are and Mechanisms Funded andlor enables landing of heavier Orion CM
	 OTT on FY13 Highly Desirable
desired M5 is a novel fiber with a Eerfacity (strength-to-weight ratio) {SMi Project Orion CM.
approximately twice that of currently available fibers.
Structures, Materials, Reduces mass of AltairStructural approaches and techniques are required for the fabrication of and Mechanisms
SMM-3 Composite Strut Technology €ight neigh€ composite struts (including end fittings) for application to Altair iSMM) Project and Funded allowi ng increased payload to the Lander	 Altair FY13 Critical
primary structure. Advanced Composite surface andfor enabling
Technologies Pro#eat architecture closure.
Need mechanical and drive central electronic systems that can operate in Structures Materials, fmprove reliability and Eire of
SMM-4 Lang-Life, Law Temperature and out of low-temperature {40K} environments and up to five years without
,
and Mechanisms Funded systems operating during local Surface SystemsAlf Surface S ystems Highly Desirable Mechanical Systems nritioa4 fa'€€ores. This includes motors, actuators : gearboxes, pasitianlspeed EY14
sensors and distributed electronics_ (SRAM) Project ;unar night .
Reduces mass of structure,
Lightweight High-Strength Need)N ed alternative technologies to fused silica and aluminosilicate windows. Structures, Materials
allowing increased payload to the
surface and or enabling
Orion FY13Habitat, Lander, Altair FY13SMM-5 Window Materials Need win dows that are iightweight and resistant to MMOD damage and and Mechanisms Outyears architecture closure
	 Improve.	 crew Small Pressurized Surface Systems Highly Desirableprovide some level of radiation shielding. (SMM) Prefect safety from MMOD impact and R°Ve1	 FY14
radiation.
A wide range metallic, composite, and inflatable matanais have potential for
being used on the Lunar surface. However the short-terin exposure effects, Improve reiabl4ty and life of
Long-Term Duiab€city and long term durability and end-of-life properties must be established for the surface system structures, thereby
SMh3-6 Damage Tolerance for Lunar environment including: vacuum, thermal cycling, thermal extremes, ETDP Is not funding improving crew safety and reducing Surface SystemsAll Surface Systems CriticalMetallic, Composite, and radiation exposure_ dust exposure and micro-meteoroid exposure Minimum this activity at this time. the need for logistics. Could also PY14
inflatable Structures gage and residual strength must also be established for the various reduce crass margins required by
materialfstruciural systems and applications for the relevant threat reducing uncertainty_
environments.
Shell buckling rating factors ere based on studies from over 40 years ago.
Substantial i€nprovements have been triode in materials and manufacturing El UP is not funding Reducing uncertainty in kngck- Arcs I FY09SMM-7 Snell F3uekliny processes which warrants a new baseline be defined for structural knock this activity at this time Unfunded down factors will enable lower Ares I Ares V Ares V FY13 Critical
down factors. structures.
Enabling designers to better model Orion FY13All architecture
SMM-S Lunar Meteoroid Ejects Anew lunar meteoroid ejects environment model must be developed for use ETDP is n ot Funding Unfunded
the expected micro-meteoroid Altair FY43
elements except Ares I Highly Desi€cableEnvironment Model by lunar systems designers. this activity at this time. environment could improve Surface Systems
and V.
reliability and reduce mass margin. 1`Y14
Technology
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Ares i and Arse V require ,mprovemem m separation systems to reduce risk
of separation failures_ Failure of a single separation motor can lead to
SMM-9	 Gas Strut Se aration System
p	 Y
raceirect behveen stages. Gas struts have been determined to be a STOP is not funding Could provide slightly higher level
Unfunded
	 of reliability and rnass reduction Ares I and Ares V Ares i FY09 Desirable
- technology that can provide needed risk improvement. T'he technology this activity at this time. Ares V FY13
needs to be provided with extended range for the fang nozzles used on Ares over SOA separation approaches.
vehicles. Required by Ares V PDR.
Constellation system design and requirements verification for successful
operation in surface charging environments (radiation belts, lunar c 	 it, lunar
surface} will likely utiiize the aerospace 'industry standard NASA and Air Enabling designers to better model Orion FY13
SMM-717
	 NASCAP Lunar U datep
inAna]Force Char	 sis Program NASCAP	 T'he currant version of theg	 y	 (	 ) ET DP is not fund ingg vehicle surface charging related toUnfunded	 the local radiation? envir0nrtlenf All architecturee1a17^enis except Arcs 1 Altair FY I highly Desirablecoda supports analysis in Sow Earth orbit, geosfafionary orbit, and this activity at this time. steSurface 5ys#elns
inter laneta	 solar wind; anviranFnenta. Updates of the code are requiredp	 rYt
	 p	 q
could improve reliability and reduce and V. FY14
to conduct analyses in the rttagnafosheafh and magnetotail envirenmanis massn1wgirr.
where studies have shown severe charging conditions can occur.
Design and verification that Constellation lunar architecture (Orion. Altair,
LSS. EVA meets acecraff charging ne uiremerris will require Laois for)	 P	 g 8
	
4	 q Enabling designers to better model Orion FY13
Lunar Macroscaie PlasmagMM
-11 evaluating this plasma environments in the lunar wake when the Moon is in ETDP is not fundin g
vohicle surface charging related to Ai{ architecture Altair FY13
Made! the solar wind, ma netosheath- end the Earth's ma ,
 netotail.
	
The model alsog	 g this activityit	 at fttis time.
Unfunded
	 the focal plasma environment could elements except Ares I Surface Systems Desirable
provides the il7ptrts to the rr:icroscale plasma models for evaaivatin g charging and reduce massimprove reliability an  V - FY34
conditions an the lunar surfacra_ margin
No NASA standard toot set exists, for conducting internal (deep dielectric,
bulk) charging analyses of systems exposed to energetic electrons Enabling designers to better model
Radiation Charging Analysis Constellation systems {Orion, Altair , EVA, LSS) wilt be exposed to these E"f'fJP is not funding vehicle internal charging related to All arrktitecture
Orion FY13
Affair 13SMN!-12 Toal (RCAT) environments during transit of the Earth's radiation belts, while in lunar orbl# this activity at this time Unfunded	 the locall radiation or plasa elements except Ares [ Sul#ace Systems Highly Desirable
.aril an the lunar surface	 A €001 is required for evaluating eiecfria fields environment could improve and V.
generated by charge densities accumulating in insulating materials when reliability and reduce mass in arcgin. FY1 4
exposed to charging environments
Current state-of-the-art for the fabrication of conically shaped CM-like
Sing€e-Piece Orion CM sfrrfctures is welded, nvefed construction. By using innovative, near net E'rDP is not funding
Reducing number of welds and
rivets would decrease system massSMM-43 Conical SEructure shape fabrication methods, single piece conically structures can be produced this activity at this lime. Unfunded and possibly improve reliabil ity and Orion Orion FY13 Desirablewhich eliminates or arnimises welds and rivets thereby increasing safety
margins and reliability safety
Actuator and motor weight savings could be realized by using alternative
Lighfw	 Motors and matena€s such as titaniurn or ceramics for gearboxes and other motor ETDP is not funding
Reducing actuator and motor
component weights could lead to Ail architecture
Orion FY33
Altair fiY13ShAM-14 ActvlActuators components. Srushfess DC disc motors may also provide weight reductions this activity at this fire®_ Unfunded sigiiifeant architecture weight elements except Area I Surface Systems Desirableby eiiminaEing or rrtinirnizing gearbox requirements, as well as having benefits
for scalablity irr uses requiring operation over large temperature ranges. Savings.
and V. p'Y34
Adrf	 Wt.	 s6 s
Ares V concept definition has identified composite structures for the shroud.
EDS, i cryogenic tanks, interafages, and SRM cases, SR8 frustums_ and
skirts to sigmticantiy reduce €aunch vehicle mass.	 Damage identification
Composite Damage during pre-launch servicing and in-flight failure detection is required for safe Advanced Composite Improves crew safety and reliability Ares I FY09AC-1 To{eranceiDefectiorr and reliable vehicle operation:. EDS 
will 
mate and operate with Orion making TecPtnoEngies Projecd Funded	 through detection of potential Ares I, Ares V, Lander Ares V FY13 Highly Desirable
the EDS. a human rated element. Therefore, failure detection for aborts is failures prior to launch and in flight_ A€lair FY13
necessary. Identification includes recognition of damage and iooation of
damage. NDE techniques are sought for all composite components including
engine nozzles. Needed by Ares I CDR.
Technology
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Ares I is planning to use composites for dry structure. Ares V concept
definillon has identitied composite structures for the shroud, EDS, Ei)S
Composite Joining cryogenic tanks, interstages, and SRM cases, SRB frustums, and skirts to Advanced Composite Reduces structural mass through Ares I FY09AC-2 Technology Significant€y reduce €aunch vehicle Enass. Joining o! composites io me1aE Technologies Project Funded anabl€ng the efficient integration of Ares I, Ares V, Lander 	 Ares V FY13	 I figh;y Desirablefittings is critical for rehab€e fmptementation of wmposites structures. metallic and composite structures. Altair FY13
Technlques are needed to address large diameter dry structures and solid
rocket motor cases. Required by Ares 1 CDR1Ares V PDR.
Ares V concept definition has identified oomposae, structures for the shroud,
EOS. LDS cryogenic tanks, ir.terstages, and SRM cases, SRB frustums : and
skirts to signlficartt{y reduC.c' IauncFr vehicle mass. Ares V will have a 10 m
diameter which exceeds current SOA composite manufacturing capabilit ies. Significanl3y reduces Ares V
AC-3 Large Composite Research and technology development is required in the [manufacture of Advanced Composite
structural mass by enabling €arge
Manufacturing large scale composite structures including dry structures_ SRM cases; and Technologies Project Funded scale manufactw ing of tert-meter- Ares V	 Ares V FY13	 Critical
EDS cryogenic lanka. Solutions are needed in non -autoclave fabrication for diameter composite struciues for
large structures as well os solutions for leak-free cryogenic lanks with shrouds, inteistages and skirts.
reduced micro-cracking in cryogenic hydrogen tanks. Required by Area V
FOR
Liss of composites for iinpressuriied structures to the maximum extent Reduces mass of structure,Lightweight, Impart-Resistant _feasible. Possibie use of composites for pressurized structures. integrate Advanced Composite llaowing increased payload to the Habitat, Small	 Altair FY13AC-4 Materials and Structures for Mfv16D shielding appraacl=es.
	 Develop composite lightweight propellant Technologies Project Funded surface andlor enabling Pressurized Rover,	 Surface Systems	 CriticalHabitable Systems.
tanks and dewar lechneiogies. Establish minimum gage requirements. architecture closure. improve crew Lander	 FY14
safety from MMOD impact.
Structural approaches anti feehniques are raquired for the fabrication of Reduces rnass of Altair structure,
AC-5 Composite Strut Technology fightweight composite struts {including end fittings} for application to Altair Advanced Composite Funded allowing increased payload to the Dander	 Altair FY33	 Highly Desirable
primary structure. Technologies Project surface and/or enabling
architecture closure.
Technologies are desi for the validation of design and fabrication
Crewed Compositel  Pressure. techniques for lightweight crewed ocirtposiie pressure vessels (for the Altair Could significantly reduce mass of Orion FY13(Trion, Altair Small
AC•6 Vessel Designand Validation ascent module and air^aock structures}. Challenges to be addressed include £TOP is not funding Uotfunded Altair structure. allowing increased
, A€tar FY13Pressurized Rover,	 Highly Desirable
'fechnolagios damage tolerance, leak prevention, protection against MMOC}, and this activity at this time, payload is the surface andlor Habitat	 Surface Systems
maintaining structural integrity in the presence of vary (arge launch and enabling architecture closure. FY14
iandirip loads
Certified in-Situ Repair For long; term survivability on planetary surfaces, rrrethods are need to repair Reduces crew risk and chance for
AH-1 Tachntques for F#abEfai hates and breeches in exterior and inferior habitat structures. Tito most likely Advanced Habitation Funded .mission abort	 Docreasa s €ogistics All Surface Systems. 	 ystemsSurface S	 Critical
Siructutee repair scenario will be far small hales or cracks. Project mass resupply requirements by but focused on Habitat.	 FY14
Increasing system life_
Inflatable shells have the petentiai for very efficient pack'ag'ing on the launch Structures, Materials,
Li htwei ht	 Durable9	 9
vehicle and reducing habitat mass. Packaging concepts. that include internal and Mechanisms Alew more efficient packaging of Surface SystemsAH-2 Inflatablet leHabitats outfitting must be developed, as well as efficient means for deploying the (SM M) and/or Funded habitat within payload shroud. May Habitat FY14habitat. Very low permeability bladder materials must be developed that Advanced Habitation reduce mass_
does not become unacceptably brittle at low temperatures. projecf
Technology
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Need capability to protect the outpost crew for at least G months from
exceeding current standards for radiation dosage on the lunar surface Enable crews to slay at least G
Current technology esquires many layers of heavy shielding structure. 'Thera months at a time at the outpost. 	 Habitat.. Small 	 Altair FYI
ARP-1 Radiation Shieldin	 Systemsg	 are multiple 	 roaches to address this issue e	 (.g., materials, wafer, safe Advanced Radiation S ignihcantiy reduce mass of	 _Funded	 Pressurized Rover,
	 Surface Systems	 Critical
delihaven, habitat 	 n _ Need hk hl	 reliable reduced-wci hi muEtifunotionalg )	 g	 y	 9 Protection Project radiation shielding re quired t© Lander 	 FY14
structures and blankets.	 Fixed or portable safe havens could supplernsnt supper{ crew stays of at least G
habitat shielding innnths.
y 'y.
_,	 Project
Improve the safetyfreliability of
Orion heat ShWd by wrapping the
Robustness Options for For Orion lunar return missions, more robust TPS/heat shield solutions in PICA blocks or )
 
five-sides with
ATPS-1 Orion Baseline PISA beat terms of damage tolerance, increased reliability and reduced mass are Ablative TPS Project Funded	 silica-pheno€ic. Improve heat	 Orion CM	 Orion FY13
	
Highly Desirable
Shield required_ shield mass through integration of
a high-performance insutatar
beneath 3 Eh'rtlrler layer of PICA.
Reduce the mass and improve the
ATPS -2 Robust Ablative Heat Shield A robust, scalable i i shie€d Ti ai cdtitecture, Is required that can be used
safety and
 reliability of the Orion
Areâ ?itecture for meltinls missior65. Ab#alive TPS Project es	 through the use of	 OriFunded	 ht shield thon CNt	 Orion FY13	 Highly Desirable
cured ab)ative'TPS Mocks bonded
to a structural honeycomb lattice.
Design, testing and analysis of PICA carnet 	 a€tentate
PICA Bond	r, Design bending system designs are required as a possibie block upgrade to Orion
Improve th a stil ety acrd reliability of
APPS-3 or Marg i
#ar Mavgin for improved safety, Testing and analysis of PICA carrier struoturelabiator Ablative T'PS PYaject
Orion heat shield ny designing and
	 Orion CM	 Orion FY13	 DesirableFu d dDesi abl
bending system to improve the understanding of firs design margin in realistic testing alternative bonding
- environmental canditiorts is needed . techniques.
Inspection capability is needed for micrometeorold orbital deb ris (MMOD) Orion CM, although
ATPS..d
Free F €ying Inspection damage to Orion exterior utimg a remotely controlled free-flying inspection ETIJP is r7uf £undir2g Improve human safety by detectirig	 could be used 10
System for Orion TPS system. which provides fiai t coverape {as compared to the limited coverage of this activity at this time Unfunded	 critical issues With Orion TPS or	 inspect FOS. Lander	 Oncn FYI 	 flighty Desirable
fixed external cameras). structure print to entry. 	 and Orion SM prior to
3U or during fi)ISSlorr_
The current state of the art in Ti design ignores coupling between ablation
Coup€Ing of Aerothermal and products, b oundary layer gases, and shock layer radiation, loading to
mass
Reduce the mass and iniprave the
ATPS-5 TPS Material Response potential mis-prediction of flight performance and degraded margin. Toots Ablative TPS Project 'rsafety and	 €Ity of the OrionFunded	 ©non CM	 Orion l' y! 	 1 frgfdy € esir,3hle
Tools that enable conservative and accurate prediction of the flight environment, heat shield through the use
Ti response, and their interaction are required improved design tool irnegration.
Improved tools are required for the prediction of heat transfer for lunar return.
Improved Current radiative: heat transfer models rely on many simplifying assumptions Reduce the mass and improve the
Aerothermodynamic whist, when taken as a whale, overly penalize the TPS mass. Current ETUP is not funding safety and reliability of the OrionATPS Modeling for Database convective heating	 s	 models are empirically based and are often this activity at this time Unfunded 	 heat shield through the use	 Orion CM	 Orion FY13	 Flighty Desirable
Generation Tools regimes wdesigned for flow hich are net directly applicable to the Orion Improved design fool 'integration.
environment_ These two environments (radiation end convective Beating})
make; up the bulk of this 	 In the aerofhermadynamic design,
'The Basic process for simulation of arc-jet tests is ad-hoc and based on Raci the mass and improve the
ATPS-7 Integrated Aerothermalf-FPS physical models developed for fight which may be inappropriate for ground STOP is not funding Unfunded	 safety and reliability of the Criers 	 Orion CM	 Orion FY13	 pesirabfeAnalysis of Arc Jet Testing
test anvircirments.	 improved validation of analysis tools is required. this activity at this titre. heat shield through improved tool
validation for arc jet testing.
Technology
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High Temperature Develop high temperature composites like Graphite 8MI or Graphite Reduce the mass of the Orion
ATPS-8 Composites For CEV Crew Palyimides for Clrion CM UackshelE panels and attach flanges to allow higher pTDP is net Funding Unfunded structure. thereby providing Orion CM piton F Y13 Highly Desirable
Madule 8ackshefr temperature bondliries (>5a0F), thereby saving TPS mass- this activity at this time. additiona€ launch mass margin or
payload capability.
Dust i	
°"
Approaches to prevent ragotANdust fro€m entering habitable volumes from
suits and instruments are required. A reliable system for collecting and Improve crew health and safety,
removing recgnlilhldust from the habitat is also required. Extensive exposure increase crew functionality, and Altair FY13
DusflReg Mitir,^ation o lunar dust can lead to respiratory problems. Need dust characterization Dust Management reduce mechanical maintenance Habitat, Small Surface Systems
DM-1
ni
Techniques and	 mestablishment of hu an health standards- Dust-proof connectors, project Funded issues through preventionr  of dust pressurized Rover, FYS 4 L'riticalfiltering systems :
 electrostatic curtains and wands, and compressed gas entering habitable areas and Lander, EVA Systems FVA Systems
systems are example technologies that need to be developed improved approaches for detecting FY?3
Sensarin^onitar of dust leve€s within the airtoek and methods for dust ramoval and removing dust.
(e.g., electrostatic mefheds, nitrogen air shower) are required.
kni rove crew health and safety,
increase crew functionality, and
Oust Control and Removal of Technologies are needed to remove airborne dust (down to the submicron Dust Management and reduce mechanical maintenance Habitat, Small Altair FY13OM-2 Airborne Dust range) from cabin alrnaspherss without incurring high expendable filter media F.x&ratiorr Life Funded issues through prevention of dust Pressurized Rover, Surface Systems Critical
resupply burdens. Support Projects entering habitable areas and Lander FY14
improved approaches for' detecting
and removing dust.
For alt surface systems :
 sspeciaify ISRU,. accurate lunar regolith physical and
Lunar Re oEifh and DustB
chemical simufants are required to develop and test hardware. Recent Enables the simulation of 3ur2.ar
dust environment on Earth to test
DM-3 Development, testing comparing JSC- i to actual lunar material showed drastic differences Dust Management Partia€Ey dust mitigation technologies and All Surface Systems Surface Systems CriticalaTuatior 
and Production in performance which would have caused hardware failure to occur under Project Funded effects of dust on critical FY14lunar mission conditions. This is especially important with rso robotic
precursor missions planned. mechanisms.
Increase operalienai life and
Dust Litigation of PV Array Gimbal and drive mechanisms for PV arrays (and other systems) are required Dust Management performance of PV array and other Power Systems, and Surface SystemsDM 4 Gimbals and MecYtanica3
with long operational life in the lunar dust environment project Funded mechanisms	 improved tit© will thpotentially oer FY14 CriticalComponents reduce mass of logistics resupply surface systems.
required
Dust Management and increase operational life and
DM -5 Dust Nlitiga[ion for Thorrrral Pe formanc degradation assess fenfs and dust 	 ikigation approaches are 'Thermal Control Funded performance of therfnal control Ala Surface Systems Surface Systems criticalSystems needed for radiators and thermal control systerns.
systems Projects systems. improvEd fife wit€ coftce FY14
class of logistics resupply required.
Coatings that can be applied to or integrated with various materials that make
there resistant to sharp lunar dust and its tendency to cling to the materials. healthimprove crew  and safety,
OM-43 Material Coatings for Bust Research and test options to provide resistance to lunar dust damage and Dust Management Funded
increase crew 
	 tonality, and
reduce mechanical maintenance Ali Surface Systems Surface Systems CriticalMitigation clinging. Examine potential use of nano-revel te chnologies - Potentia€ Project FY14
applications inc€ude IVA/EVA clothing, internal and external structural issues through prevention of dust
surfaces, and mechanicai equipnentlkools_ entering habitable areas.
Oust-Tolerant EVA- Dust tolerant F.VA-cempatib[e fluid connectors are required for rechargin g of Dusl Management Improve crew EVA safety anti EVA SystemsDM-7 Compatible Connectors fluids when connected to a sultport or suitlock. This capability enables a Project Funded productivity- EVA Systems FY13 Highly Desirableshorter duration life support system resulting in mass savings.
eg,	 ON
sir• .s	 r	 b	 ae	 *	 ».
Technology
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High reliability liquid oxygen, liquid hydrogen propulsion is required for the Improve crew safety and reliabilty,
Altair descent module to enable architecture closure. The descent engine reduce mass and improve
PCAD 1 High Reliability L.OXA H2 must be highly reiiable and safe, while providing the required throttle for lunar performance to enable archileclural°hrottiing Engine braking, descent, and landing. Technology development is required to PCAQ Project Funded ctasure. Enable deep throtiling to Candor	 Altair FY13	 Critical
reduce programmatic risk associated with the lunar lender flight engine provide more cdesignPar
	 ing
development. flexibility.
Technology developmert is required to demonstrate key performance and (Reduce mass and improve
reliability characteristics for LO2iLCHA main engine and reaction control performance to significantly aid in
PGAD-2 LO2&CH4 Main Engine and system engines, including 'ignition reliability and main engine performance. PCAU pro ect Funded architectum closure. ProvideAuxiliary Propuislon Systems Specificalty, the Train engine and RCS thrusters must demonstrate durability l
€erc%nofogy risk reduction for future gander	 Altair FYI 	 Highly Desirable
arid
	 For full mission duration in representative environment and Mars missions and propellant
likely off-nominal propellant conditions and mission needs. iSRU.
HTPB provides significant
In order to improve performance margins to meet 3aunch mass requirements improverrrents in Ares V payload
for Arcs V, 11TPB procTe€lent must be matured for application in human rated ETDP is not funding mass to orbit, enabling architecture Critical advancedPCAD z3 HTPB Propellant launch systems. Mixture uniformity must. be
 understood and burn rate
this activity a€ this tune. Unfunded closure. Cet.id improve Rras V ,possibly Ares I 	
Ares I FY09
	 develapTnent and
differentials between batches must be understood for the twin booster Ares V. erfortrance of Atvs I if highp
	9 Ares V FY13 analysis task_
Required by Ares V PDR. dynamic pressures can be
accommodated.
H'TPB provides significant
HTPH propeilants put a much higher heat Flux on the SRB nozzle. Research improvements in Ares V payload
PGAD-4 HTP13 SR8 Nozzles is n	 to characterize and develop nozz€e materials and assembly STOP is not funding
mass to orbit, enabling architecture
Ares [ FYOS	 Critical advancedtecessary
echni uos which can operate reliably in the n i gher neatflux.	 Re uiredb4	 p	 Y	 	 q	 Y this activit	 at this timeY Unfunded closure. Could improve Ares V. possibly Arcs I 	 Ares V FY13
	
development and
Ares V Pi7R- performance of Area I if high analysis task.
dynamic pressures can be
accommodated.
Non-toxic TVC actuation systems are desired to reduce the probability of
PCAQ 5 Non-Toxic TVC Actuation exposing ground crew to toxic hydrazine and save ground operations costs. E"Ct)P is not funding €mprove ground operations safety Ares ! FYT13Systems Maturation of Efectrc-Hydrautc Actuator (EHA) technolorgy is required_ this activity at this time. Unfunded sad case. 'Rres I and V	 Ares V FY13	 Highly Desirable
Required by Ares V PBR.
High Performance, Non- Demonstration of non-toxic, inonopropellant propulsion system for Orion CM
PCAO-6 Toxic Mono ro ellant forp p RCS is desired. f= ocus should be on candidates that provide increased ETDP is not funding Oirf coded Improve ground operations safety Orion CM
	 Orion FY13	 Desirable
Orion CM RCS performance. €owar mass and power, reusability and reduced ground cps this activity at this time. and cost. May incieaso mass.impacts
High reliability propellant centre! valve actuators and thrust vector control
PCAU-7 Hi h Reliability Power9	 Y
actuators with low specific power requirements are needed to meet Altair ETDP is not funding Improve reliability and r®dtace
Efficient Actuators control and mass constlaints_ The A€lair functional requirements and ibis activity at ii,is time. Unfunded power of propel€ant actuators. Lander	 Altair f:Y13	 Desirableenvirom'nents are outside the experience base, and technology deve3optrient
is needed to assure low devslopment risk.
Composite nozzles can offer reduced mass and higher resistance to
PGAD -8 Orion SM Main Engine catastrophic failure from MMOt3 impact re]alive to metaiiie rtnzzies. A hatAte ETDP is nest funding
Significantly reduce nozzle mass,
Composite Nozzle test of a SnecTna-provided Guipex carbon carbon nozzle extension with an this activity at this time Unfunded adding much needed launch mass Orion SM	 Orion FY13	 Highly Desirable
existing heritage OMS engine is proposed.
'Cryogehic • k'	 o
The Earth Departure Stage (EDS) maybe required to loiter up to 14 days io Cryogenic Ruid Reduce or eliminate boil-off of
CFM-4 Long-Tenn On-Orbit support Orion rendezvous and Trans-Lunar Injection (TLI). Cryogenic Fluid Management lc; m) Funded cryogenic prope€rant thereby Ares V FY13ED$, Lander	 CriticalCryogenic Storage Management techniques to maintain the cryogenic fuel and oxidizer For the Project enabling architecture closure and Altair FY13TLI burn is required for mission success. Required by Ares V Pt7R. improving mission success.
Improved liquid €evel measurements are necessary fair on-orbit cryogenic Higher certainty in amount of
fluid management and state determination functions_ The EDS larks will be Cryogenic Fluid prope€[ant remaining reduces
CFM-2 Liquid Level Measurement approximately 50! fuli and must be maintained during loiter. Techniques to Management (CFM) Funded propellant mass margin Ares V FY13EDS Lander	 Desirable
measure liquid levels in these conditions must be defined and demonstrated. Project requirements, thereby improving Altair FY13
Required by Area V PER. performance.
Technc} ogy
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Leaks are a major concern for both on-orbit cryogenic fluid maintenance and
for abort detection. Leak detection is not currently reliable, and techniques Cryogenic Fluid improve safety and reliability Ries ! FY09
CFM-3 Leak patention which can operate train launch 	 ad to orb€f are necessar	 Small, undetectedp	 p	 y Management (CFM) Funded through knowledge of and Ares I and V, ED, Ares V FY13 Highly E3esirabieleaks can rasult in significant fluid losses resulting in failure of the EDS to
successfully complete the TLI burn. Required by Ares V PDR for EDS. Project ef{minatlan of leakage sources. Lander Altair FY13
Technologies related €o Ares I abort detection needed for Ares t CDR.
High reliability liquid oxygen. liquid hydrogen propulsion systems are required Improve crew safety and reliability,
Cryogenic Fluid Management for the Altair descent stage to enable architecture closure. 	 fine descent Cryogenic Fluid reduce mass and improve
CFM 4 for Lander Propulsion propulsion system roust be highly reliable and safe, while providing the Mana gement (CFM} Funded performances to enable architecure Lander Altair FYI  Critical
Systems required throttle for lunar braking, descent, and landing	 Teahnotogy Project closure	 Enable deep throttling todevelopment is required to reduce programmatic risk associated with theP	 q	 p provide more Design!€ending
Allah propulsion system development. flexibility.
Required to enable ISRU for-
propellant applications, but may
not be required for other oxygen
Oxygen Uquetaction, Ability to liquefy, store, and transfer liquid oxygen (as opposed to high Cryogenic Fluid ISRU needs (ECLSS, fuel cell ISRU FYI6
CFM-5 Storage, and Surface pressure oxygen) could have significant mass : volume, and safety reductions Management (CFM) Fronded reactants, EVA) since these ISRU Srnall Surface Systems Desirable
Transfer and Distribution for ISRtJ, power, life support, and EVA. Project systems can use gaseous inputs. Pressurized Rover FY14
Might reduce storage system mass
for these app€(cations, but more
ana€ysis is required.
Required to enable fSRU for
Cryogenic Fluid propellant applications_ Might beCFM 6 ilydrage	 ReactantFuel Clio Heed lightwei9
	
highly -cryogenicht i hl	 aff'raient 
	 chillers and storage devices_L Equ factio(Mans 9 ement CFM) Funded
required to enable lunar night Small Pressurized Surface Systems Desirablen
Project exploration using moblie habitat by Rover FY14
greatly reducing mass of
consumabies.
CFM -7 €n-Fright Sc-avenging of Need capability to recnvar propellant bnlf-of! from main propellant tanks
Cryogenic Fluid Reduce or eliminate bet!-off of
ayoganie propellant (hereby Lander, PossrbEy for Al#air FY13
Cryogenic Propellant 8ai1-off during fllgh,4lar use as fua€ ceik reactants or in auxiliary propulsion system. Management (CFM) Funded enabling architecture closure and Methane-Fueled Orion Orion FYI Highly DeskrabieProject SM.improving mission success.
Cryogenic, Scavenging from Recover residual propellants from Alfev for use as fund tails reactants andfor Cryyogenic Fluid Scavenging Altair fluids could Lander, ISRU, Habitat,
ISRU W6
Surface SystemsCFM-8 Lander Descent Tanks an
outpost water to reduce logistics resupply requirerants. Management (CFM) Funded significantly reduce logistics mass Power Systems FY14 Highly €)esirabieLunar Surface Project transportation requirements. Altair FYI 3
MLI is a leading candidate for EDS CFM applications. MLI application to lO Cryogenic Fluid Reduce boil-off of cryogenic
CFM-9 Advanced Multi-Layer in diameter tonics snag require technology development to enable EDS Management {CFM} Funded propellant thereby enabling EDS' Lander Ares V FY13 CriticalInsulation (W)
manufacturing to minimize production cost. Required by Ares V PDR. Projec; architecture Gasctte and improving Altair FYI 
fnission success.
CFM-10 Scaling of Large Law- G Determine non-dlrnens	 'cps, perit scaling relationships, 	 CFD ana€ysis, and E'I'DF'' is noifunding
Reduces urcenalnty in CFM Ares V FY13
Cryogenic Storage Systems perfar€n sub-scale testing of tanks of two different sizes, but geometrically this activity at this time. Unfunded systems ^nadsling, thus allowing EDS: Langer Altair FY13 Desira?ale
s'rmiiar, to enable validation of design reduced margins and saving mass.
AN!	 ti
Energy Storagex "j_
Technology
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Reduce Altair mass thereby
Low Cycle Life Rechargeable Low mass rechargeable battery is required to power the Altair ascent moduleES 1
allowing more payload capability.
Bell during ascent from the lunar surface. Energy Storage Project Funded	 improve crew safety and reliability Lander	 Altair FY13	 Criticalby enabling recharging from lunar
outpost In emargency
Low mass = highly reliable fuel cell is required for Altair power generation.
Flow-through and non-flow-tnraugh options should be examined. Flow- massReduce Altair	 #hereby
allowing more	 aLow Mass, High Reliabi €ItyES-2 through is more advanced technology and will replace active ancillary
pa 
	
capability.
 PEM Fuel Cell components with passive components. Non flow-through can save 150k9 an Energy Storage Project Funded	 improve crew safety and reliability Lander	 Altair FY13	 Critic!
Altair and offers increased re€lability by eliminating ancillary components by improving power systarn
altogether. rehab+ti#y_
Shaded periods on the lunar surface can range up to 15 days or more If the Significantly improve energy
Regenerative Fuel Ce€is for lunar outpost reties on solar arrays as its primary power source; such shaded
density storage and gertaratioo
during lunar night, thereby
ES-3	 Lunar Surface Energy time periods will result in a tremendous amount of ®nergy storage to maintain Energy Storage Project Funded	 reducing mass required to be Surface Pourer, All	 Surface Systems	 Critical
Stora eg outpost operat=ions during these eclipse periods. Slate-of-the-art battery transported to the lunar surface Surface Systems	 FY14systems would be prohibitively massive to meet these energy requirements.
Regenerative fuel colts are required_ and enab€ing more productive lunar
night operations.
Need high-energy-denslfy rechargeable batteries to power both
ES -4	 High Energy Density unpressur'ized and pressurized rovers for crew transport as well as systems Energy Storage Project Funded	 Enable tong -life reliable operations Surface Mnbiikfy
	
Surface Systems Highly Desirable
Batteries to remove surface elements from Altair and emplace them an the lunar of surface mobility systems FY14
surface.
High energy density, high specific energy batteries are needed that mee t the Reducing power systarn mass
FS-5	 Suit Power requirements for human rated spare appl
i
cations, especially with respect toq	 p	 pP	 p	 y	 p Energy Storage Project
reduces [ogistics mass
Funded	 transportation requirements. EVA Systems	 EVA Systems	 Criticalsafety_ Technologies must keep the suit within mass and volume allocations improve crew EVA safety, com#or[ FY13while enaNing an a hour EVA.
and  productivilv.
Improve energy density storage
Develop high speed flywheels with advanced fibers using carbon nanolubes and during lunar flight, thereby
Lunar Surface FlywheelS-6 in a quartz glass to generate e€ec#rical power during eclipse periods and to F.TDP m not funding reducing mass required to beUnfund ed	 Surface Power	 Surface SystemsEnergy Storage power mobility systems. this activity at this lime. to the lunar surface DesirableSystems
	 FY14
and enabling more produciive lunar
night operations.
Battery Boost Converter There is significant power still left in a lithium-ion cell as tre batte ry volt age9	 P	 y	 9 ETDP is not funding
Increasing battery life wiN reduce
the logistics resupply mass Altair FYI 3,Altair and SurfaceES-7	 Development drops off to levels	 can be used E at e y booster development is this activity at this time Unfunded	 required and extend the mission Systems	 Su face Systems	 High€y Desirab eextract maximumdashed tomaximumenergy and improve afficienny. life of mobility systems FY14
156, i4 N $.'P^.ojee
Most conveibrinaf spacacraft operate between 28Vdc {satellites} and 120V
(Intarriationai Space Station). Nigher voltage power distribution provides
lighter weight systems. These systems must accommodate the lunar Reduce mass of surface power
Higher Vo€fage Efectrical	 -SPS-1
environment constraints such as the temperature variations and lunar dust.
The higher voltage systems Head to accommodate a diversity of power Surface Power systems, cabling and surfaceFunded Surface Power, All	 Surface Systems Eiiph €y
 DesirablePower Distribution
sources (PV, fuel cells, batteries) to facilitate the evofutien of the lunar Systems Project mobility systems through the use of Surface Systems	 FY14
outpost. The power system must be highly automated to permit operation for higher voltages.
long periods of untended operation. High voltage converters, switches, and
cabling is required. AC distribution may be desirable.
Technology
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Advanced Power Lunar outpost power systems will need lightweight and efficient power
SPS-2 Management and Distributiong management -and distnDutett systems on the surface. Likewise, these PMA6 Surface Power Funded Improve reliability and reduce mass Surface Power Surface Systems Highly DesirableSystems systems must have sufficient Iifelimetrehabitlty in the unique lunar surface Systems Project of surface power systems. FY14
environment {teEnprrafure extremes, radiation, and dust!.
Potential cast savings could be achieved by use of common electric power
SPS-3 Modular Power System system components in Orion, Ares, EOS, Altair and lunar surface systems. FTOP is not funding Unfunded Reduce i€Fe cycle costs through AP Architecture Surface SystemsComponents Most oamrnerciaf and military satellBiea uiktize common power components to this activity at this time rneduiarity and cnmmonal)ly. Lfernents FY14 Highly Desirable
achieve reduced development time and recufdrig cost-
the distribution of significant amounts of power on the lunar surface will
require power cabling connecting power sources, energy storage devices,
and user element toads. A lightweight cable technology is required that would Significantly reduce mass of Surface Power Surface SystemsSPS-4 E.ig'rechnht CableTechnolcgy provide mass reduction and ease of deployment integration and test. Large
Es lit not rhis
=his activity at this Hme.
act	
ti Unfunded cabling, thereby reducing Systems FY14 Highly Desirableamoun€s of cabling may be required to link surface systems, particularly if transportation cargo requirements.
nuclear systems are deployed- Cabling within elamenls 0 e. habitats and
rovers) will also benefit from lightweight, efficient cabling.
Large Lig	 ghhtweight Hi [Peed large solar arrays that stay deployed during mobtRy. Also need longer E"TDP is not funding Reduced mass and longer life will
Surface Power
Systems, Surface Surface SystemsSPS--5 Strength Solar Arrays stow and deploy cycle lift; and high efficiency at lunar-equafotial this activity at this drne. Unfunded reduce logistics mass Mobility Systems, FY14 Highly Desirabletemperatures. transportation requiremen#s. Habitat
A ' d1
	
9 ` #	 't 6 .
Abundant amounts of power and energy w0l be needed for lunar and Mars
outposts. For lunar applications. farga eclipse periods in non-polar regions (in
some cases greater Than 15 days) would put a significant burden on r-hetnical
energy	 tore e with a PV source- For a lunar polar outpost, solar
	 g	 	 fi	 power with Significantly increase availability cf
FSP 1
Nuclear Fission Poway re gen Fuel ce]! is likely stdflclent. 	 For Mars missions, fission power will loo Advanced FissionBased Power Systems Funded
pourer during lunar night. Provide
extensibility demonstrate
	 fnr Nuclear Fission Power
Nuclear Fission
Power Sysler'ns }lighly DesirableS stemsy required because of significantly lower solar insulation 36 % of lunar and	 g	 Y	 (	 ) " Prolect future Mars and solar system Systems FY16obscuration of light due sa dust storms. Remonstration of a small nuclear
reactor as a secori power supply source for a lunar outpost will provide exploration
riskreduction for Mars appiications.'i'he last US nuclear power scurces wore
(aurtchod in 3965 (SNAP-1 DA).
o.
rJrron FY1.i
Phase change material planned for use In Orion and other potential Orion, Lander, Small Altair FYI 3
TC t Phase Change Material applications is Immature and requires additional technology development. Advanced Thermal Funded improve heat exchanger specific Pressurized Rover, Surface Systems hrigh ly De-sirabkePcm(	 1 PCM heat exchangers ma. also be required for EVA systems, ravers, [SRU^	 q	 Y Control Pro ecti performance, thereby saving massP	 Y	 g Habitat, Possibly EVAy FY14
systems and other surface systems. Systems EVA Systems
FY33
Technology
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Orion FYI 3
Heat Rejection Systems for Highly reliable, lightweight thermal central, sun shade-, and heat rejection improve, heat rejection system Orion, Lander, Small Altair FY1 3
TC-2 Advanced Thermal Control
systems are required for a variety of surface system appilcatiens	 Improved Advanced rheansi
Funded
specific performance, (hereby I"TeSSUTiZed Rover SiirfaDo SY0lENhS
Systems
modeftTtq and simulation techniques for lunar thermal environments are controj Project saving mass	 lmorove systoty! Habitat, Possibly EVA FY14 Highiy Desirable
needed. reliability and rife. Systems EVA Systems
FY13
Evaporative Heat Sink for Short duration missions or mission phases that have a hotter thermal Improve evaporator heat srrl^ Lander. Small
Altair FYI 3
Surface Systems
rc-3 Advanced Thermal Control enviramn	 rr;ant than noinaf or higher heat toad than nominal %%it	 require
Advanced Thermal
Funded
system specific performance Pressurized Rover
I'Y14 Hijjlrjy Desirabie
Systems the use of I ighiweight. reliable evaporative heat sinks Control Proiect thereby saving mass	 Improve Habitat (back-up), EVA Systems
system reliability and life
_ Possibly EVA Systems
FY13
Heat Exchangers and Improve heal exchanger and Lander, Small
Altair FYI 3
Surface Systems
TC-4 Gci for Thermal
Lightweight, highly reliable and robust heat exchangers and coldi plates are Advanced Thermal
Funded
ccidpJale system specific Pressurized Rover,
Control systems
required for a variety of surface system applications Control Project performance, thereby saving mass Habitat, Possibly EVA FY14 Highly Desirable
Improvp
 syMenc reiiiali and life System
EVA Systems
FY13
TC-5
tong-Duration Advanced
Thermal Control System
Long-duration advanced thermal control system fluids are required for a Advanced Thermal
Improve Fula life, thereby
increasing system life arid reducing Lander Habitat, Small
Altair FYI 3
FWas
variety 01'surface system applications Control Project Funded logistics Mass transportation Pressurized Rover Surface Systems Critical
requirements.
FY14
Reduce rogisfica mass
Fusible Heat Sink Thermss A flexible lightweight thermal management is required for the small transportation requirements by Small Pressurized
TC-6 Management for Smelt pressurized rover. A fusible heat sink could combine thermal management Advanced Thermal Funded
closing ftherroal jorip.	 Improve
Rove pr,	 ossibly
Surface Systems
Critical
Pressurized Rover with radiation protection 	 A closed loop	 cycle is desired.
Centro( Project human safety and intregraled
I fabitat
FY14
system mass through hicreased
radiation protection
Improve heat exchanger and Lander Small
Altair FY1 3
TC-7
Sublimator .
 Driven Cirridprate The sublimalor driven coldplate is a never thermal technology development Advanced Thermal Mkiplate system specific Pressurized Rover,
Surface Systems
Technology that cou l d benefit the Altair ascent stn Control Project Funded performance, thereby saving mass Habitat, Possibly EVA FY14 Highly Desirable 
Improve systeni reliability and life Systems
EVA Systems 
FY13
Dust Management and
Increase operational life and
TC-8
Dust Wigation, for Thermal Performance degradation assessments and dust mitigation approaches are
Ther	 Control Funded
performance of thermal control Surface Systems
Control Systems needed lov radiators and tFterr yral control systems systems	 Improved life will reduce
All Surface Systems
FY14
iticat
Systems Projects
mass of logistics resupply required.
pace Environments (RHEF^'F_) Project
Need &ng]R Event Effect (SEE) Immune Reconfigrabte Fred Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGAs) that provide a method for emulating multiple avionic
functions within a nonv&arife, feconfiguradle gate array that is radiation
andRadiation Mitigation
hardened by design. 	 Site mateardened. N	 terials to enable and supparl. externally Radiation Hardened
Improve refiabtfity and iif^ of
Orion FY I 3
RHE-1 Environmental Hardness for
distributed, environmentally-exposed electronic units (remote Data Electronics for Space
Funded
avionics components ! thereby
improving crew safety and reducing
All architecture
elements except to,
Altair FYI 3	 Aral
Highiy Desirable
Avionics
Acquisition Units, miniaturized sensor nodes; and remote control electronics Environments Project VFY 1 3	 Surfaco 
for actuators] capable of operations in the nature[ lunar environments. This fRHESE)  transportationlogistics m ss Ares I arid V systems FY14
technology would enable low temperature and low-power, mixed signal requirements
operations in lunar environments. This technology could greatly reduce
cabling mass by locating control electronics on Altair system
Raidiation Hardened
improve reliability @cd fife of
Orion FY13High Density, Rad-Tolerant A high density, red linieraril, non yofattie riiemory technology wiii be required
Flectronics for Space
avionics components, thereby
Ali 
architecture
Altair FY I, 3	 Ares
RHE-2 Ncn Volatile Memory in muffiple systems across Constellation architecture elements to hold code
Environments Project Funded improving crew safe  and reduc ing v^enrfmls except for VFY13	 Surface Highly Desirabic,
Technology and data.
(RHESE) logistics mass transportation Ares I and V Systems FYI 4
requirorrients
Technology
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Radiation Hardened Improve reliability and life of Orion FY13
Recorrfi arable Faultg A recnnfigurabEa fa;;lt tolerance computing technology is required the! meets Electra	 far Space avionics components, thereby Ail architecture Altair FYI 332HE-3 Tolerance Technology all fault tolerance requiremestfs (i7, 1 or 2 faults) and that can be used in Envirenm
	
Project
me Funded improving crew safety and reducing elements except for Surface Systems F-Iighly Uesirah€omultiple systems across Constellation architecture elements. E
RHESE} logistics mass transportation Ares I and V. FY14requu'ements
High 7ellsify, R ad-Tolerant R high den	 high
	 low	 red tsity,	 	 p,	 power,	 o,eranE vola,	 ti€e memory Radiation HardenedElectronics for
Improve reliability and life of
avionics components, thereby All architecture Orion FYI 3
RHEA Volatile Memory "Fechnniogy technology will be required in multiple systems across Constellation
Space
Environments Project Forded improving crew safety and reducing elements except for
Altair FY13
	 Ares High€y Desirable
architecture elements to hold code and data. (RHFSE } logistics mass transportation Ares I and V
V FY13	 Surface,
requirements Systems f=Y'[4
Common Avionics Garllmen avionics technic	 at the board and chassis level is desired togY ETDP is n<.si funding Reduce mass and cast through Ail architecture
Orion FYI 
Altair FYI3	 AresRHF..-
'` Technology allow mass reduction whileproviding good thermal management, easy this activity at this time, Unfunded commonality and modularity elements except for V FY13
	 Surface DesirabieEmain€erance, and sparing that can be used across all architecture elements. Ares I and V. 5y5terns FY14
RHE-Fi Hardened Displays for Lunar Law power, light weight displays are desired across all crewed lunar surface ETDP is not funciing Increasing life of displays reduces Surface SystemsEnvironments elements that will be exposed to the harsh lunar envkonments- this activity at this time. Unfunded logistics mass Surface Syr-teals FY14 Ueslrabfa
Electronics technology such as s'EPtcon carbide is desired to enable
RHF 7 High Temperature "Iblenarf electronics to operate at high temperatures and eliminate acY[ve cooling- Haal E70R is not Funding Improve integrated mass of Surface SystemsElectronics tolerance and passive radiation cooling would reduce the design complexity this activity at this time Unfunded avionics and possible increase Isle. All Surface Systems FY14 Highly Desirable
as well as reducing mass.
Modeling of Radiation Accurate modeling of the natural radiation environment and its sporadic and ETDP is not funding Reducing design uncertainty can All architecture
Orion FYI 
FY13RHE 8 Effects on E(ecironlcs cumu€attva effects on modern spacecraft avionics and electronirs is needed this activity at this time Unfunded save radiation shieicing mass and elements except for
Altair	 Ares
V F'Y13
	 Surface Highly Desirablefor use In subsystem design and development component reliability. Ares I and V. Systems PY14
061:15e.ii in
Reliable software development tools are needed to optimize the development . Intelligent Software Improve speed and cost ofISO-1 Software Development Tools of the MOP/MOD software required to support Constellation mission Uasign Project (180) Funded software development. tmprove Mission Operations Misslcn Desirable
operations . reliability of saftwaro . Operations FY14
The devetcpmant of tests to mitigate specific classes or types of software
defects is needed- Frrnr injection, tracing and analysis technologies are Ares I FY09
required. Model-based analysis for validation of safety-critical software Ares V FY13
W-2 Software Verification and designs is needed. Advanced validation testingg that determines fiailure Intelligent Software
mprove speed and cost of All architecture Orion FY13
Validation Teshrologies boundaries and margins for safety-crlticaf functions is needed. Auto cede Design Project (€SD) Funded software develop:ner;f. Improve efernents. Altair FY33 Desirable
tools need development for state estimation, data anal sis and to stream€ineP	 y r0abi;ity of software_ Surface Systems
the test aMivity. Verification and validation of autonomy and automation FY14
functions implemented in flight computers is risqurred.
Ares I FY09
Technology is required for rapid, low-cost development of reliable lunar Ares V FYI 
[SD-3 Design-Level Software Re- software systems from reusable design-level models (e. g., UML). [nitral focus E`+DP is not funding Improve speed and cost of human- All architecture Orion FYI 
use should be on navigation and communications software components comp€Ian! this activity at this time. Unfunded rated software development_ elements_ A€tair FY13 Desirable
with C31._ then ECLSS. Surface Systems
FY94
Ares I FY09
i5D-4 Integrated High Fidelity
Need advanced integrated high fidelity modeling and analysis tools that ETDP is not funding #rnprove speed and cast of system Alt architecture
AI'e3 V FYI3
Orion FY13
Analysis Tools combine aspects of structural design., loads, dynamics, thermal and this activity at this time, Unfunded design. elements. Alf air FY13operations kinematics (such as separation, landing, mating or deployment)
Surface Systems
FY74
Techndogy
INNM.
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Tools and techniques are needed that mcdei nhysicat and behavioral aspects Ares I FY09
of software systern design, properties_ cause and effects ; environment, and Ares V FY13
ISD-5 Made€ing of Software- interactions in order to enable modi based design and test verification and ETDP is not funding Unfunded	 Improve reiiabiiity of software_ Ali architecture	 Orion FY13 DesirableIntensive Systems validation and improve capability to analyze software syste€n characteristics this activity at this time elements.
	 Altair F'Y13
(timing, behavior, performance, fault propagation) to support verification,,  and surface Systems
testabifity of design_ FY14
Areal FY09
Compliance and ModeI Efficient code anaiyzers, compliance rule and model checkers for mission- Ares V FY13
15D^i MoitiealCheckers for e as criticat software are needed. 	 Due to their complexity, the use of such tools is twTDP is not funding Unfunded	 improve re€lability of so€tware. A3 architeciuie	 Orion PY13 Desirablecurrently limited to a small number of flight software modules. Thay need to this activity at this tune. elements.	 Altair FY13
be extended to the entire flight software. Surface systems
FY14
Automation capabilities are needed to enhance mission operations support, Automation for
AFC 1
Automation for Mission thereby reducing manpower requirements while improving overall support Operation Project Funded	 Reduce mission operations cost. MissionMission Operations Desirableoperations capability	 These techno;o les include interactive procedures, scheduiinP	 y	 g	 P	 9 Operations F'Yt4
tools and constraint data management. (A40)
New mission operations monitoring technologies are needed to provide a
fully integrated environment for the flight control team
	 in additien 1a
AFO 2 Mission Monitoring Tools telemetry data and command processed in the same display environment. the
Automation for
operation Project Funded	 Reduce mission operations cost. MissionMission Operations Desirabletechnology
	 9should inte rate procedures, rules, information searches and (A40) Operations PY14
other capabilities currently being used by the {earn from separate and
disconnected sources.
Training Support r	 Wing support applications and siniWat#ons technologies are needed for Automation for MissionAFO-3 technologies both stand-alone part-task trainers and full capability simulations of vehicle Operation Project Funded	 Reduce mission opgrat€ono cost Mission Operations Operations FY14 Desirablesystoms_ (AAO)
AFO-4 CFDP Compatible Tools Need CFDP compatible cools for file trans€ers, which is a CCSDS based F.TDP is not funding Unfunded	 Reduce mission operations cost. M sskonMission ()peratinns Desirableimplementation of internet file transfer protocols (FTP). this activity at this tune. Operations FY14
Utilizing semantic lechnoiogies, ontology and registry development
Sersantic Technologies, technologies wili significantly enhance MOP support in the reconfiguration
AFC-5 Ontology and Registry process. As it relates to data mining and knowledge management, the ability STOP is not funding Utifunded	 Reduce mission operations cost_ MissionMission Operations Oesirable
Develop€ner3t to search through the mutN.ple mission operations data flies and lntormat3orr this activity at this time_ Operations FY14to obtain specific operations information would significantly enhance
troubleshooting.
'Integrated g	 Project
Ahort detection Of SO ld meet motors is a new capability not provided for on
Solid i2o	 Motor k{ealth the Shuttle. Techniques to detect abort conditions are needed for SRMs and integrated Systems tmprove human safety through Ares I FY091SHR-1 Management must be researched to define Highly re€fable and safe abort detection Health Management Funded	 better fault detection and abort Ares I and V Ares V FYII3
Critical
abiiities. Ground testin;3 of a	 r	 Completion reP	 pproaches is equired.	 p 	 4 uired I ISHM ) Project ca	 _CapabilityY
by Ares I CDR.
System modeling tools and methods that will allow optimization of sensor
selection and piacement during the system design stage are needed. Integrated systems Improve human safety throug}3
ISHM 1 ISHM Prognostic i Diagnostic Certifiable advanced fault isolation lock and methods are required. System Health Management Funded	 better design tools to enable iVHM Area I and V	 Ares; FY09 DesirableTools integration tools and methods are needed to mlegrale multiple subsystem {ISHM} Prnjeet systems- Ares V FY'€ 3health and status apptinat€en into a coherent, unified health and status
picture for the entire architecture_
Technology
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For both crewed and dormant configurations, monitoring and management of Ares I rY49
the health of criticeI subsystems is required
	 Re€fable, fau€t-to€erantY	 q Improve safefylrefiability and Are, V FY13
 
Integrated Systems Healtht5HNF3	 g	 y embedded sensors and algorithms for built-in-tests, fault detection., iso€atien,g
k ^tegrated Systems reduce repair time for surface All architecture Orion FY13
Management warning, and raccrtfiquratirsn or repair are required  failure prediction Health Management Funded e€ements. Enable health
 elements Aita3r FY13 Highly Desirable
ca abilify 1s desirable for mforrned 3u istics management 	 informative crewp	 g '	 9 {ISHM) Project determination and repair du ring Surface Systems
alerting systems are required. dormant operations. FY14
AresI FY09
There is a need to link diagnostic and prognostic tools to on-board Integrated Systems Improve safefyfrelmitility and Ares V FY13On-Board Decision Su	 onISHM-4	 PP reconfi uratlon managers and or intelligent controllers 	 Techn0og	 g	 g	 gig Health Management8 Funded reduce re air tune for surfacep AI architecture Orion F'Y13 Highly Desirable9Teals needed for an-board decision support and expert-guided iroublBShooting for (ISHM) Project elements_ elements Altair tY43crew and ground controllers. Surface Systems
FY14
The Earth Departure Stage (EDS) will rendezvous and transfer the Orion and
Altair from Garth orl fn lunar orbit. Operation with the Orion requires the
EDS to implement human rating requirements including anytime abort	 EDS
has many components and composite structures. The slate of each of these
components must be automatically determined for and evaluated to ETDP is not funding Improve human safety through5HM-5	 EDS State I3elerminatian determine it an abort is required. Techniques to determine the state o€ these
this activity at this EBne. Unfunded better fault detection and abort EDS Ares V FY13 Highly Deairable
unique systems are needed tfrat work in a raliable rote
	 	 gt"aled fashion with capability
each other° and the Orion systems for abort detection and datennination.
Research is necessary to determine the candidate techniques necessary to
perform these functions and the integration techniques necessary for safe
and reliable operation. Requlred by Ares V POR-
Advanced Gaulion and Deve€opment is revded for a Mssion Control Center modef-based fault
ISHN G	 Warning Systems for Mission isolation and root-cause determination tool. It needs to €ntegrate the STOP is not funding Unfunde Reduce mission operations cost Mission Oparali©as Mission Highly f3osirable
Operations ttouble:^ochng and rout cause determination with procedure planning and this activity at this time improved systern reliability Operations FY14
execution_
There is a need for micro-sized data acquisition, proo(sSsing and storage
systems that require minimum integration and operations for networking and
wireless for data acquisition needs. Wireless connectivity between the
Modular DFIILPf sensor, data acquisition and other vehicle and external systems is required_ ETIDP is not funding lenprays safety/raliabiiity and Orion, Gender, Habitat,
Orion FY13
Altair FY13ISHM-7 Instrumentation Data reduction to processed solutions, event triggering and collection, and th€s aelivi#y al [his time. unfunded reduce repair time for surface Small Pressurized Systems Highly €Besirabiewireless connectivity are required features. Sending real-time elements . Rover
solutions to the rest of the system and ground operations_ with raw data only FY14
when required, reduces overhead and increases usable information for the
end users.
q^
Autonomous, Landing	 0
	 AVoidance Technology (ALHAT)Project
Autonomous Landing and He ed autonmoous landing and hazard avoidance systems, including Terrain Enable auto nomous precision
AI,.H-1	 Hazard Avoidance relative navlgetion : that efae-rate in a1€ lighting conditions, inr,€uding dalxness. Al_HAT ProJeet Funded larxfing treat the lunar auipost. Lander Altair FY13 Critical
Technologies Need 400-m accuracy at 3-6igma certainty. Need 0.5 meter hazard Enable operation in all lighting
recognition and avoidance. conditions.
Technology
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Prior to being able to identify a specific techno€ogy development project, the
Altair Project Office (APO} requires engineering assessatents of the fallowing
strategies in order to trade the cost vs. risk: I) Cargo Sander mission to a
landing site equipped with navigation aids.
	 Consider a range of landing aids Enable final requirements
from passive to active. Assume the €ocaWns of the landing aids are known. determination for ALHAT project
ALH 2 Hazard Detection and Determine the minimum suite of navigation and sensor equipment necessary ALNRT Project Funded and supporting navigation aids_ Lander Altair FYI 3Avoidance for the cargo tender to ?neat porformanae tequiren?ents. Work with the APO #mprove reliabitity and confidence Critical
GN&C Lead to develop options for navigation aids. 2) Crew mission to a in Altair ability to land
landing site wdih polar fighting conditions and no navrga€ion aids placed at the autanomousiy.
landing site. Uttfize the crew's capabii ties to maximum extent possible to
determine the minlinum suite of navigation and sensor equipment necessary
to meet performance requirements.
F.
Re€fable Automated Need reliable sensors and algorithms that enabte AR&D between Orion and
ARD-1 Rendezvous and Docking SS, and Orion and Altair. 't he U S does not  
out rently have an off-too-shelf AR&f3 Sensors Project Funded Irnprova crew safety and mission Orion, Lander Orion rY9 B Nighty Desirable
Technologies
m	 tedhuan-ra	 reliable sensor suite to support rendscvcus: proximi}y reliability Ehraut o gh reliable qR&D. A1iaY ;=Yt3
operations and decking.
Natural Feature Image Additional tow mass relative navigation capability 6s needed to supplement Improve reliability of rendezvous Orion FYIARD 2 Recognition
the	 rimy
	Orion VNS, us ing on-board Orion centerline camera acrd VPU forp p ary
	 g AR&D Sensors Project Funded and Orion,  Lander DesirablepraG8353ng. docking. Altair FY13
ARD-3 Para€iel Path to VNS Need to maintainaralieE path of relative navigation sensor devel0 ment iflP	 P	 9	 p ;='T'DP 1S npt fundiR,g Unfunded
improve reliabihi y of rendezvous
and docking. Reduce program Orion_ Lander Orion FY13 Uesirabieorder to reduce risk associated with VNS. this activity at this time. Altair FYI development risk_
Need to increase operational flexibility using on-board Lidar system
ARDA Lidar Faature Recognition (assuming LOar is sisWoted for VNS'}. Need to increase rohustness when EIDP is not funding Unfunded Improve reliability of rersdazvous Orion. Lander Orion FY13 HigMy DesirableOrion is unable to view targets or reflectors on target vehicle due to pointing, this activity at this time and docking, Altair FY 1,9
blockage or other constraints.
Need capability for rendezvous bearing using ophcai system with moan in
ARD 5 t-unar Navigation FOV- Need to investigate rendezvous hearing options for lunar missions, E"TOP is not funding improve reliability of rendezvous Orion FYI Technofo iasg such as nonce tical lunar orbit navigation using surface features for preciseP	 9	 9 this aclivit	 at this time.y Unfunded and docking irt fund omit_ Orion Altair FYi 3 Highly Desirable
orbit determina{ion.
Need sensors for object defection and collision avoidance for crewed and
Reliable Surface Navi anon uncrewerd operations (e g_ Lidar, radar, stereo-scopic vision systems). Need Advanced Surface 4nprove human safety and Surface Mobility. Surface SystemsANS-I Sensors reliable approach and dock sensors that operate in lunar environment and Navigation Sensors Funded productivity through automation Highly Desirableprovide short distance ranging (relative position. high resole#ion) and Project and reduced EVA requirements. 1•iab^tat FYtq
orientation data
. R l di	 ..	 4 0 --' Project
Reduce logistics mass Habitat, Smai# Surface Systems
ELS-1 CO2 and Moisture Removal Need l(ghiv3eigftt regenerable system For con	 midtrolling CO2 and humi ity in Exploration Lice Funded transportation requirements by Pressurized Rover, FYI4 CriticalSystem cabins air Support project iEt S) closing ECI..SS loop. Reduce EVA Systems
_ system mass" EVA Systems FY13
Reduce logistics mass hlabitat,	 Smail Surface Systems
ELS-2 High Pressure Oxyge;'r Technologies for the production and delivery of high pressure (up to 3006- [xplorafian Life transportation requirement$ by Pressurized Rover, FY4 A F{iyhly flesirabioSupply 3606	 sia oxygen for low volume storage are needed.p	 )	 y	 Q Suupport Project (closingclosing ECLSS €Cop. Reduce EVA Systems
system mass
EVA
I	 FY? 3
TeCtlnology
-	
---------------
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Technologies are required. for the recovery of water from wastewaters that Reduce logistics mass
Highly Efficient Partial - achieve high water recovery (>96%) with tow equipment resupp#y burdens_ Exploration Life transportation requirements by Habitat, Small Surface SystemsELS-3 Gravity Water Recovery Need devices that take advantage of partial gravity environments to simplify FendedProject (ELS) closing PCLSS loop. 	 Not as critical Pressurized Rover FY14 Highly Desirableand enhance the robustness of existing systems that have been flight if  water can be recovered from
qualifier] forO-g applications. A€fair.
ELS-4 Carbon Dioxide Reduction Technologies to enable the recover	 of oxygen from carbon dioxide are 	 Exploration Lifeg	 Y	 Y9	 P	 Funded
Reduce logistics mass
transportation requirements by Habitat,	 Small Surface Systems Criticalneeded.	 Support Project ([L5)
closing FCLSS loop . Pressurized Rover FY1 A
Reduce logistics mass
Technologies are needed for the recovery of water front residual, Exploration Life transportation requirements by Habitat,	 Siri l Surface SystemsELS-5 Brine Water Recovery concentrated wastewater brines produced by primary water recovery 	 Fu fedSupport Pnnjecl (ELS) closing FCLSS loop	 Not as critical Pressurized Rover FY14 Highly Oesirablesystems. if water can he recovered from
Altair
Reduce logistics mass
ELSE Improved CO2 Removal for
aIncreased robustness, lower power and improved lntegraticn with CO3	 wxpioralian Life transportation requirements by Habitat, Smefi Surface	 ystemsS 
Loop Oosure reduction for CO2 and humidity removal are required.
	 Support Project (ELS)
	
Funded closing FCLSS loop. Reduce Pressurized Rover Critical
system mass an and power
required.
Reduce logistics mass
ELS-7 Advanced Biocide A biocide which is compatible with materials, stable for more than 6 months	 Exploration Life 	 Funded transportation requirements by Habitat, Small Surface Systems Highly Desirableand does not require removal is desired.
	 Support p roject (EI,.S) clamp ECLSS loop. Increase Pressurized Rover FY14
system life.
Reduce logistics mass
kL5-8 Urine Pretreatment Improved urine pretreatment methods are required, such as chemical 	 Exploration Life Funded
anspartali requirements by
elosing ECLSS loop. Increase Habitat, Smai3 Surface Systems Kghly Oeslrablemethods that are low-toxicity, non-corros live and simple to use 	 Support Project (FLS}
system life and improve crew € ressurized Rover t Y34
safety,
Habitat,	 Small Oriea FY13
ELS 9 Urine Receptac e Assembly A simple, no-power, unn, collection, and venting device tha€ works for bath 	 FTDP is not funding Unfunded Reduce power requirements and Pressurised Rover,
Sin#ace Systems
FY74 Des ablerttale and ferriala crew is doslred	 this activity at this €irne_ improve crew comfortfproductivity. Orion, Possibly EVA
systems_ EVA Systems
FY13
Reduce logistics mass
Trace GontarninantF..xpEorafionNeed development of ammonia sorbent and inetirods for removal of Life Vanspertaten requirements by Habitat_	 Small Surface SystemsELS-10 Absorbents contaminants previous €y removed by condensing heat exchangers for use 	 FundedSupport Project (ELS) c€using F..CLSS 3opp. Increase Pressurised Rover FY14 Highly Desirablewith open loop ARS systems. system life and improve crew
safely.
Need reduction of expendable sor'bents, lower catalytic oxSdation Reduce logistics mass
ELS- 11 Improved Trace Contaminant teinpe;reture, passible ptrot©catalytic filtration of entire air stream fo reduce	 Exploration Life
transportation require cents by Habitat,	 Srrtaail Surface Systems
Control Fundedec>ndensafie contamantin	 load and incorporation into integrated CO2 	 Support Project (ELS) closing MSS loop. Increase Pressurized Raver f'^ Y14 Highly Desirable
removailreduction system. system €its and improve crew
safety,
Reduce logistics inass
ELS-12 Advanced Hygierte and deed efficient, iightwelght hygiene and waste removal systerns d 	 Fundedesigned to	 Fxpioration Life transportation requirements by Habitat, Small Surface Systems Highly DesirableWaste Removal SystemsY arbalfunction in lunar	 ravit	 Supportp	 g y environment. 	 Fp	 Project ( ELS) closing ECLSS loop 	 Reduce Pressurized Rover FY14
system mass.
Reduce logistics mass
Waste Stabilization arid Need 5D% recovery of water from solid waste. with resulting residual waste Exploration Life transportation requirements by Habitat,	 Small Surface SystemsELS-13 Ilewetering ction	 Fundedstabilization. Methods should avoid physical transfer of waste from colle	 5upp c,r€ Project (ELS) closing ECLSS loop. Net as critical Pressurized Rover FY14 Highly Doll rob[®
container to processor if water ran he recovered from
Altair
Technology
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Irriprove crew health/safety,
Need improved filtration methods for lunar dust. Control below BOA HEPA Exploration Life Increase crew functionality, and Habitat. Small Altair FYI ELS-14	 Lunar Dust 1= f{teatlan
fi ltration is desired to protect crs;w.
	 F'ctba#tan to t3-1 micron level is desired. Support Prajeci {ELSj Funded reduce mechanical maintenance Pressurized Rover, Surface Systems Criticalissues through improved Lander FY14
approaches for detecting dust.
Deployable Post-FireELS Need small, self-contained cleanup dev4ae to remove products of combustion Exploration Lila Improvec€'ew heaEthlsateEy and
Habitat, Small Orion FY1;3Altair FY13
-15	 Cleanup Device without having to vent cabin. Support Project (ELS) Funded increase crew functionality. Pressurized Rover, Surface Systems Highly DesirableOrion, Lander
Need systems to dean and repair c`•olhing and other fabri cs on the lunar Reducing amount of dal:king to beAdvanced ClothingfFabricELS-16 Consider use of anti-bacterial materials and fabrics to reduce the FTDP is not funding Unfunded transported can significantly Habitat Surface Systems Highly DesirableGleaning Systems
need far cleaning. this activity at This fine. reduce logistics mass FY14
transportation requirements.
'Advanced	.. 4h1t'0r, ^A0# .QQntrq1 P roiect
Improve crew health and safety.
Technologies are needed to monitor and quantify the amount of airborne Advanced increase crew fur'lctionalily, and Habitat, Scaal3 Altair FY13
AEMC-9	 Particulate Monitor particulate matter {on a mass Or surface area basis} in cabin atmospheres Environmental Monitor Funded reduce mechanical maintenance Pressurized Raver, Surface Sys#ems Highly C3esirab3e
down to the submicron ran eg and Control (AEMC) issues through improved Lander FY14Project approaches for detecting
particu{ateS.
Advanced Habitat, Small Orion FYI3
AEMC-2	 Improved Oxygen Monitor Due to fight 02 control bands, require cabin 02 monitor accurate to it- Environmenia3 Monitor Funded Improve crew health and safely Pressurized £lover, Altair FYI Highly Desirable0.65%, with longer calroneion or selpie calibration after long dormancy. and Control (AEMC) and increase crew functionality. Surface Systems
Project Orion, Lander FY14
Need a simple, reliable device that can provide rapid and accurate STOP Is not Funding Improve crew health arx! safety flabital, SmaEE Surface SystemsAF..MC-3	 Biocide Monitor indications of the biocide content of processed or stored water for periodic this activity at this time. Unfunded and increase crew funerJ Pressurized Rover ce S 1°iighEy Desirablestatus monitoring and off-neminal process upset assessments.
Advanced Habitat, Small Orion FYI 
AEM04	 Post Fire Cleanup Monitor Need technologies to determine the safety of cabin atmospheres following Environmental Monitor f=unded Improve crew health and safety  p ressurized Rover, Altair FYI Highly C3esir^lehazardous fire events. and Control {AEMC) and increase crew functionality. Surface Systems
Project Orion. Lander
- FY14
Microbial Water Quality Need simple reliable devices that can provide accurate and rapid indicationsP	 P	 P
Advanced
Monitor l	 crew health and safety Habitat, Srna€f
Orion FYI 
Altair FYI3AEMC 5	 Monitor of the naic+abiolog'	 content of processed wate r toe periodic, status
Enviranrntro l (
and Control AEMC] Funded and 
incr
€ncrease crew functionality. Pressurized Rover' Surface Systems Highly Desirablemonitoring and off-norHlna	
a	
€H
€ process upset assessments Orion, LanderProject FY14
Atmosphere Trace Need technoio	 that allows lon	 fern continuous or periodic rnonitocri 	 of9Y	 9-	 S
Advanced
Environmental Monitor Improve c rew he alth and safety Habitat, Small
Orion FY 13
Altair FY13AEMC-S Contaminant Monitor atmosphere concentrations of targeted Voice contaminants with minimal and Control (AEMC) Funded and increase crew furoct€rinality. Pressurized Rover, Surface Symms High ly Desirablecalibration required Project Orion, [.ender FY14
Technology that alEaws tong-term eonllnuous monitoring of atmosphere Advanced Habitat Smart Orion FY33
All	 Maier Constituent Analyzer concentrations of oxygen, carbon dtaxAs} and water vapor with minimal Environmental Monitor Funded Improve crew health and safety Pressurized Rover, Altair FY13 Highly Desirable
calibration re aired_4 and Control (AE'MC) and increase crew functionaEfPy. Orion, Lander Surface SystemsProject I FY14
AEMC-a	 On-line TOC monitor Need simple, robust, automated TOG monitor to be used for process cen{rol STOP is funding in out Funded Improve crew health and safety Habitat, Small Surface Systemsfor water processor. years and increase crew functionality. Pressurized Rover FY14 Highly Desirable
a-	 y s	 a Pit :,	 « rill
Fire Prevention : Nabliat, Small Orion FYI 
FPD-1	 RelEable Fire Detection Need device to defect carbon monoxide and other fiire indicators ttiaE Detection and Funded Improve crew health and safety Rover, Altair FYI 3 Highly besirab3ealirninales false positives. Suppression Project and increase crew tanclianali #y. Pr®sson, Surface Systems
(FPDS) Orion, Lander
La
FY14
Technology
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rPD-2	
Partial Gravity Fire Need letchnofogy suitable for the suppression of fires in partrai anti is not funding improve c^ew health
Unfunded	 and safety
Habi	
FY13
tat. Small	
0 Jon
Altair F`yi,^
Suppression e^eVated oxygen environment, this activity at this time and increase crew functionality.
Pressurized Raver 	 Highly DesirableSurface Systems
Orion, Lander
; Advanced  Waste Treatment Project
Examine approaches for recycling, reuse, transpo rt, removal. storage, Reduce logistics mass
AVTT-I	
Advanced Waste Treatment 	 reduction and disposal of liquid and solid wastes. Ability to convert crew ETnP is not funding transportation requirements by
Unfunded Habitat	 Small	 sLiffice 
Systems
Techniques "ash and waste into useful cortsumables such as water and methane fi is
	 this activity at this time. producing water, methane, Pressurized Rover
	
FY14	
Highly Desirable
desired Examine use of boreacticr hydrogen and other cansurrables
Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA) Technology Development Project
EVA Systems need technology development to better package OLSS
components for lunar surface missions	 The Shuttle EMU packaging mass is
7CVA-1ILSS7Pa,1.,i
120% of the component mass and the Constellation target is 20%	 PLSS
components are expected to be heavier than Apollo components due to
longer missicriclurations 	 Technology developrnenl for packaging must
Reducing PILSS mass rQducxs 
include both romperrect layoutto maximize suit center of gravity andthe EVA Project logistics "las's IrarispouritionFunded EVA Systems	 EVA Systems	 Critical
ability to perform ti^nar maintenance of suit components as well as the requirements and improves crew FY13
development of materials that can support and provided structural proliection
EVA comfort and productivity.
for PILSScomponents.
decreased mainlerlance costs and improved crew performance during ii-inar
Reducing con5umai rriass
reohnoicgies are needed to perform the functions of oxygen circulation : CO2 reduces logistics mass
EVA-2	 Suit Ventilation removal trace contaminant removal and humidity control with minimal EVA Protect Funded	 transportation requirements EVA Systems	 EVA S^stwyis	 Critical
con8umabies to be replaced Improve crew EVA safety, comfort
FY13
and. productivit y.
The oxygen SUbSYSIeTTI provides a pressiin/ed oxygen environment for the
crew member The primary components of the oxygen subsystem are an
oxygen tank and a regulator. Additional system components could include Reducing oxygen system mass
quick disconnects and flex-hoses. New] oxygen supply lechnoiages that wi11 reduces togistiC5 mass
F.VA-3	 Suit Oxygen Supply decrease cri-back system mass, reduce pre-breathe time for crew mernbers EVA Project Funded	 transportation requirements. EVA SystemsEVA Systems
and enable in-suit decompression sickness treatment	 Need a liquid-oxygen Improve crew EVA safety, comfort
Fyl^
eased life support system to significantly reduce mass. Need ligh1welghi 02 and pirci
tanks	 Need multi-set point 02 regulator options for pre-breathe protocols
and OCS iemediatrorl
The tefmal subsystem performs the function of providing temperature
control of the astronaut. Tnthe current PLS8 schematic, the thermal
subsystem consists of a single-phase water loop containing a pump, an
evaporative cooling device and the Liquid Cooling and Ventilation Garment Reducing thermal system mass
(i that the astronaut wears 	 Need technologies for suit thermal control and increasing life reduces
EVA-4	 Suit Thermal Control that will provid
e
	npongrits that meet the Jcnger life requirements for lunar EVA Project Funded	 logistics mass transportation EVA Systems
	
EVA Systems	
critical
missions or ^^imimflo constrmables 	 They must also decrease the sensitivity requirements Improve crew EVA FY13
of thermal subsystem components to water quality, which wilt make them safety, comfort and productivity.
more refiab[is	 Lastly, development of the SWMr is necessary bem,ise it has
been already selected as the primary heat rejection technology for the lunar
suit
Technology
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The Coitltrsunic^ttions :
 Avionics and Informatics (CAI) system is responsible
for providing communication of several types of data between the suit and the
architecture network, avionics hardware to perform numerous functions, and
EVA-5	 Suit CAI information systems that will provide crew members data to perform their EVA Project Improve crew EVA safety andFunded EVA Systems EVA Systems Highly Desirable
tasks more efficiently and safer. Technology developments wilt enable the productivity. FY13
EVA Suit Systems to meet ourront C31 requirements and also reduce crew time
needed for suit operations.
Technology deveioi is needed for suit materials and pressure garment
components that will enable long duration lunar M;sslons and be rompatibie
with suit part operations. Need lightweight durable, protective suit materials.
Provide damage resistance and tolerance. Provide protection from MtvtOD increasing pressure garment life
radiation and solar events. Need fteAble aerogels or other insulation for ET i is not funding reduces logistics massPartially EVA Systems,EVA-6	 Suit Pressure C,arnleni exploration of lunar Dotes and operation during Harter noon. Need materialsdust this activity at this time. Funded	 transportation requirements. EVA Systems FY13 Critical
om
or coatings or afactrostafic charging mmchanisms that will prevent dust from Improve crew EVA safety, comfort
sticking to suits and make them easier to clean. Need joint and seal designs and productivity.
that are dust-resistant. Need mobility and comfort approaching shirt sleeve
environment. Ircreased glove dexterity, More flexible and comfortable boots
for walking on planetary surfaces.
Recovery of EVA CO2 andEVA-7 Need technologies to enable the recovery of carbon dioxide and wafer from STOP is not funding
Reduce logistics ma
s by EVA Systems E.VA Systems Highly DesirableH2O Support	 (	 j4urEVA Portable I„^fe 	 System PLSS equipmenty	 p this activity 	-y at this time
Unfunded	 transsing
clo sing P
Pion
LSS ECl
CIL
SS l o p . FY1'3
Need minimum gas loss systems that can depress and repress quickly arid Altair FY13
Lightweight Efficient keep suits in suitfock or suitport for dust mitigation and not require a large STOP is not funding Improve crew EVA safety and EVA Systems, Habitat, Surface SystemsEVA13	 SuifpartlSuitlocklAirleck amount of power. Need systems that are dust sealing and long fife. Need this activity at this tim e- Unfunded productivity. Small Pressurized FY14 CriticalTechnato iesg . batches that are corn=mcn, reduced swing ., pressure and non-pressure Rover. Possrely Lander EVA Syster3u
assisted. FY13
Rapid recharge capability anabies a shorter duration life support system
resufiing in mass savings. Rapid recharge allows for unrestricted EVA ETCP is not funding Improve crew EVA safety and EVA Systems, i°tabitat.
Surface Systarns
FY14EVA-9	 Rapid-Recharge F.VA Suit duration in extreme environments and enhances safety in the case of suit or
this activity at this time. Unfunded productivity. Small Pressurised EVA Systems Highly Desirablerover failures. Need efficiant, dust proof connectors for rapid recharge and
airlock use.
Rover FY13
a
- a	 w.
Capability is required to provide regolith feedstock for oxygen extraction.
Architecture currently baselining production of 1DOC kg of O2r'yr minimum.
Need excavation rates of L l 5 kgfhr at a depth of up to <12 cm below the Producing in-situ oxygen couldExcavation and Handfmg of
s	 o	 Desire operational life of systems of 3 years in temperature range of reduce, logistics mass ISRU- Power Systems, Surface SystemsISRU-1	 Rogolith for Oxygen 23 t123 to	 Need to understand reduced gravity effects
	 duce abrasion ESRU Project Funded	 transportation requirements and Habitat FY14 Highly DesirableProduction tig	 ti	 er
and mitigation approaches. Excavation and regolith transfer concepts need demonstrate technologies far Mars ISRU FY16
to be developed in conjunction with available human robotic systems exploration.
platforms.
Need capability to produce a minimum of 1000 kg of oxygen and or 1000 kg Producing in-sltu oxygen could
Oxygen and Water E%LraC1IOnISRU-2 of Water per year- Nefld to process eve' two k97hr Of oxygen. Desire ISRU Project
(educe tog lstics mass
Funded	 transportation requirements and ISRU, Power Systems,
Surface Systems
FY14 Highly DP curableand production from Regolifh operational life of systems of three years in temperature range of 123 to -88 demonstrate technologies for Mars Habitat ISRU FY16C
exploration.
Technology
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Need capability to dear lartdng area of hazards (rocks, pits, 61c. ), build
berms for exhaust plume or radiation shield production, clear pathways and
areas for payload delivery and outpost hardware emplacement, excavate for Enables proper construction of
Excavation and Handling ofISRU-3 nuclear reactor placement, etc. Need capability to excavate down to three ETOP is not funding
lunar outpost. Minimizing potential Surface Systems
Regolith for Site Preparation meters in depth and build berms up to three maters in height. Need to this activity at this time Unfunded	 hazards irnprovas crew safety and A]] Surface Systems	 FY14	 Highly Desaab€e
provide regolith stabilization or hardening Techniques including mission success. Demonstrate ISRU FY16
microwave/solar sinrenrcg technologies. Desire operational life of systems of technologies far Mars exploration.
three years m temperature range of 423 to -88 C.
Efficiency of voiattles (hydrogen, carbon :
 nitrogen, helium) extraction from Producing in-situ volatiles could
Prospecting for Minerais andISRU regolith is based on regolith feedstock. Need capability to map regolith ETDP is not funding
reduce Eagistios mass &.}rfaace SystemsISRU, Power Systems,
-4	 Vcalatiles for ISRU minerals over area near outpost production plant could increase ISRU this activity at this tints- Unfunded	 transportation requirements and Habitat	 6Y14	 Desirable
praduciivily. 	 _ demonstrate fechnofogies for Mars ISRU FY16exploration.
Producing in-situ volatiles could
Vol atile E xtract ion and Need capability to extract large amounts of in-situ volatiles (hydrogen, F^TDP is not funding reduce Eogistics mass Surface SystemsISRU, Power Systems,ISRU-5 Production From	 Regokkth cartoon . n#trogara helium). desire opera#fenal life of systems of three years in this activity at this time. Unfunded	 transportation requirements and FY14	 DesirableHabitattemperature range of 123 to .88 C. demonstrate leahnaiogiesfor Mars ISRU f-Y!6
exploration_
Supportability P4
Need technologies for detecting damage and providing ssif-repair and sad- Reduces crew risk and chance for
Miri[rr	 y Intrusive Detection,	 hea€ing, A need exists far materials and systems that increase sustamabifity,SUP -1 Supportability Project mission abort. Decreases logisticsFunded Surface SystemsAll Surface Systems	 Highly DesirableRe air, and Se€f-Re airP"	 P provide su	 ortabi€€E	 enhance ro€^ustness as we 11 as im prove safetyandP	 pp tability,Y:	 P requirementmass resupp lyI	 s by FY44
reliability. increasing system life.
Need technologies for the prevention, defection and mitlga€ion of corrosion in
spaceport facriit:ies and grotand support equipment, including refractory
Corrosion Detection 8SUP-2 concrete. Need technologies which €mpleiment protective barriers as well as Sr ppo ab'ri4fy Project Reduces life-cycle costs cf groundFunded Ground OperationsOrou d OperationsControt ccntro!!ed release of corrosion inhibitors- Need reactive technologies, such support equipment VY013
as the integration of corrosion detection into the paint itself, which have
significant advantages over current corrosion detection techniques.
Need lightweight portable capability to remotely inspect structures and to
inspect subsystems through insulation, shielding or structures. Examine a
variety of advanced methods (e g. Microwave Kll meter Scanning, Positron Reduces crew rusk and chance for
Non-destructive EvaluationSUP-3 Annihilation Imaging, Magneto-Optical imaging, Broadband Dielectric STOP is not funding rraission abort. Oecreases logisticsUnfunded Surface SystemsA€1 Surface Systems
	 Highly Desirablelechni ues S	 Need topectroscopy)P	 PY)	 venf Y integrity of critical structures and insulation. this activity at this tirme. €	 wiements bmass resupp ly re q	 Y FY14
Lightweight, low power, portable WE in-situ inspection tools for damage, increasing system fifer.
leaks, thermal. eiectrosfatic charge, moisture and dust contamination are
needed.
Ability to manufacture and repair hardwares may be crifrcal for lunar Reduces crew risk and cltance for
Free-Form ManufacturingSUP-4
sustamability and enabling for long-stays on Mars. Need capability to
manufacture a variety of sparer Paris from extracted ores or transported raw ETDP is not funding mission abort. Decreases logic#icsUnfunded Surface SystemsAll Sruface Systems	 Desir'abfeTechniques
materials using lightweight, lower-power systems (e g., tow-voltage electron this activity at this time mass resupply requirernerrts by FY14
boom fabrication methods) irtcreasing system life.
Techniques and lightweight €oats are raqu'rred to repair and replace habitat Reduces crew risk and chance for
Advanced Field Repair system structures, mechanisms and efectranics on-sitra with minimal training PTDP is not funding mission abort- Decreases logistics Surface SystemsSUP-5 Techniques or expertise_ Systems will need lobe spared and re paired on the surface. Phis activity	 t this tiros . Unfunded	 mass resupply	 ire	 by Aii Surface Systems	 Highly Devi ableFY14Replacement or repair will occur during brief EVA, or during long robotic increasing system life .
carotakirtg periods.
Technology
----------
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Technology deveopmerit is desired in the areas cf advanced sen sors to Reducing helium consumption wTll
SUP-6
Helium consumption provide real-time purity analysis, capture and re-punfiralion systems which ETDP is not funding
provide a minor reduction in life
Ground Operations
reduction technologies can reduce total quantity of helium needed to be procured, and altemati've itos act
i
vity at this time
Unfunded cycle costs.	 It could reduce r isk i f Ground Operations
	 Desirable
FY09
purge techrobi which can einmate helium purging in certain systems a nellum shortage were to actually
occur,.
:HUMa,h Robotic "s ,	 ems:Prolect
Enable exploration over a variety of
terrain and soil, increasing science7 System improvements needed for whevir-cn-limb mobility systems including return and reducing probability ofWheekoni Mobility light weight, high-speed adaptive suspension using modest power, a variety Human Robotic Funded mission failure. 	 Enable off-loading Habitat, Surface	 Surface SystemsSystems of too]-use scenarios (s, g	 picking up or drilling 5ampies, arid putting ^riq&ve Systems Project of payloads from tali landers and CrilicafMobiidy	 FY14box) and night driving. tool manipulation, increasingdesign flexibility and reducing EVA
requirements
Enable exploration over a variety of
temperature extremes, increasing
HR,S-2
VWeels For the Lunar Need lunar wliaOs with I D,00 km life, 40K to 400K operating teeraturemp ETDP is not funding
science return and reducing
Sueface sy&telns
Environment arid capable of carrying 106X own weight this activity at this time
Unfunded pTobability of mission failure Surface Mobility	 Critical
FY14
Reduce system mass and increase
life, thereby reducing logistics
mass tran5portaflan requirements.
Need capability to have rovers return to Altair or other outpoisf docking station Allowing repeateclautoncri-iours
HRS 3
Automated Docking of
and automatically dock, providing a re^mble recharge
	
'this
Human Robotic
Funded
recharge cycles reduces EVA Surface Systems
Surface Mobi;ity	 Highly DesirableRovers
needed for service when crew are not pras , ant on the surface
Systems Project arid increases FY14
science return .
Enable, exploration over a variety of
T-ong-Life High-Performance
Need mechanisms suitable for long fife in lunar regiciiith/dust environment temperature extremes. increasing
science return and reducing
HRSA Drivalrain and Suspemcn
Need to operate over 10,000 kin within 8 period of 5 years Human Robotic
Funded probability of mission failure.
Surface Systems	
Grtlica^Surface McbIlily
Systems
Need mechanisms that can transport heavy ioads
	 Need Systeris Project
Reduce system mass and increase
FY14
o1fivei5teering/suspension units that can be easily serviced/replaced.
life, thereby reducing logistics
mass trarsi requirements.
Need the ability to doploya payioad from an Altair bay to the surface or to a
Enables officading of payload
Surface Mobility
HRS-5
Automated 
p
ayload
waiting vehicle. Need the ability to offload payloads from vehicles at the final
Homan Robotic
Funded
without tilre presence of c '0w.
Logistics Science
	
Surface Systems	
Critical()(floading
use-site of the payload
systems Protect increasing design flexibility and FY14
payloads
reducing EVA requirements.
Soiar powered and RTG powered rovers are low power systems, with top Allowmg rapid repeated
HRS Environmentally Robust speeds on the order of 10-36crvils 	 Human mobility 	 need rates on the Human Robotic Funded autonomous recharge cydes Surface Systems
Electrical Docking for Rover order of 1-3 m/s. Recharging enables long life. EVA speed and human- Systems f"Tojed reduces EVA requirements and Surface Mobility	 FY14
	 Highly OLs€rabla
scaled rovers increases science return
Enable exploration over it variety of
Apollo crew reported difficulty in maintaining contro{ of the Lunar Raving terrain, increasing science return
HRS-7
Lunar Rover Active Vehicle whep driving at or above 10 kph	 Applying modern, active Human i Funded and reducing probability of mission surface Systems	 Highly DitslTabtoSurf ace MobilitySuspension Systems suspension control systems to the iunar envi ronment would expand range Systems Project failure	 Reduce crew fatigue. FY14
improve controllability arid reduce crew fatigue_ thereby improving EVA
I
I	 i productivity
Technology
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Atty
Advanced Crew The seated posture of the Apoiio Lunar Roving VW icie was tancomfoftaWe
HRS^3 ACao 
	
for and provided limited viewing. A better interface is needed, with upright and Human Robotic Funded Reduce crew fatigue , and improve Surfa ce Mobility Surface Systems Desirableu
Mounting
g 
Suite d Sub othra- postures being cansldered_ Connections to raver data systems, suit Systems Project EVA productivity. FY14
recharge systems and communication is also needed.
Improve human safety and science
Need systems for remote manipulation from pressurized rover or for productivity through reduction in
HRS_g High-D6xteri€y Robotic teleoperated raver that are lightweight and highly dexterous and can operate Human Robotic Funded EVA  requirements_ Increase Habitat Surface Surface Systems DesirableMani ulation Systemsp	 y In lunar dust environment. Systems Project. system life, thereby rrducing Mobility FY14logistics mass resupply
requirements
Light Weight Lower tower Need to berth or dock module-to-module and module-to-rover. Need high- ETDP is not funding
Improve human safety end
productivity through automation Habaat, Surface Surface SystemsFIRSao Element Mating Mechanism level of automation, not requiring crew EVA. Need	 operate with 
lowpower
 activity at this time, Unfunded and reduced EVA requirements. Mobility FY14 Highly DesirableNeeds dust-IOEerant seals aril to maintain sesi integrity  veer €nuftipfe cycles.
Reduce system mass_
Common Li hlwer hkg	 9 Common II htwei , ht interfaces that ceufd be used m man 	 or all	 a toads areg	 9	 Y	 p Y Reduces m	 re	 	 ass of s#ratio	 .
HRS-11 Interfaces for Payloads and desired. These interfaces would be used for elf operations, from ground ETDP is not funding Unfunded innreased payloatl to the Lander, Surface
Altair FY13t ir
Surface Systems T3esir<-tble
Surface Elements handling, launch integration, payload handling on the lunar surfaca, through this activity at this time. surface and/or enabling Mobilityfinel emplacement on the surface. architecture closure. FY14
-communications and' Navigation .
 Tec^nqlogles
Space Operations Communication
Need system to support 15 simfl{taneous Users with aggregate bandwidth of Mission Directorate Communication Systems F'Yt4
CN-'[ Lunar LVire€ess Network 8d mbs at extended ranges to at least 5.6 km. Need to support minimum data funded Funded
Improve situet€6n3f awareness and Systems, EVA EVA Systems
rates of 16 kbs and maximum data rates of 2O mbs Need to be able to convert Additional information communications, improving Systems. Surface FY13 HigPtiy 6asirable
conventional IP stacks to SN stacks. an this funding is not operational efficiency. ability  Systems Surface Systems
available. FY14
Space Operations comrnunicatEon
Lunar Surface
Need user network radios tc communicate with the I.CT and LCS using the Mission Directorate
funded
Improve situational awareness and Communication Systems FYI4
CN-2 Communication Radios same waveforms and protocols {form factor wit€ differ 	 raver neri rest Additional information Funded communications, 'rrupraving
SysEan€s, E.-VA
Systems, Surface
EVA Systems
FY33 Desirablesupport sradio and astronaut soil radios). Need to be able to support surface needs. operational efficiency.on this funding is not Mobility Systems Surface Systems
available. FY14
Space Operations Communication
Need delay and disruption talerant networks to provide a network that can Mission Directorate Improve crew safety and mission Communication Systems FY14
CN-g 6elaylOisruption Toferanl operate in disrupted and intermittently connected networks and fete time funded funded reliability. Improve situational Systems, EVA I VA Systems Highly DesirableNetworking delays common between the Earth and the lunar surface. Additional information awareness and Cnmmunicafions. Systems, Surface FY13
on this fording is not improving opsrationai efficieiany. Mobility Systems Surface Systems
avaifabia. FY14
Space Operations Communication
Missian Otrec^torale Improve situational awareness and Communication Systems FY14
CN-4 AtomicL/Ultra Stal l Nesd ion clock with performance of 10E-13 drlfit per day to support navigation funded Funded Systems, EVA EVA SystemsclocklUltra Stable Osi:ilkafor re ukrerments.q Additional information
co	 t	 , improvingoperaionas 5ystents, Hurfane FY1;i Desirab€e
on this funding is not
l
nparaEional efficiency_ Mobility Systems Surface Systems
available. FY14
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Need low-mass space-quanfied MUDS radio for dissimifar voice and Space Operations Communication
Mobile User Objective Emergency Return Mode axnmunicafions. Neel# highly integrated, Irnv mass, funded
Mission Directorate Improve situational awareness and Communication Systems FY14
CN-5 Service (MUOS) Radio low power MUOSIt1HF sub-system. Need dynamic Doppler compensation for Additional information F unded communications, improving
Systems EVA,
Systems, Surface
EVA Systems
FY13 DesirableMt#gS	 rr r using no information  front Orion. Need ability to transmit operational efficiency
non-spread C^PSK waveform of UHF from I.LO to the DSN. on this funding is riot Mobility Systems Surface Systems
available_ pY1a
Need to provide high data mouting of 360 Mbps among the lunar assets, Space Operations Communication
between those assets and Earth. The first is to provide the necessary Mission Directorate Improve situational awareness and Communication Systems FY14
CN-6High Data Router support for the crew and mission needs and for analysis of critical events. funded Funded communications, improving Systems, EVA EVA Systems Dwslrabfe
The later Is to disseminate discovered information from the Lunar surface to Additional information operational efficiency. Systems, Surf FY13
the public, to researchers and to mission control. on this funding is not Mobil€ly Systems Surface Systems
available_ FY14
Law Lunar Orbit Attitude Attitude maintenance in LLO for Jong periods of time will require devefcpmer.F ETDP is not funding Marginally reduce propellant massCN 7	 Control of new control lechniques wh{ch may require novel non-linear control this activity at this time. Unfunded and improve mission reiiabliay. Orion Orion FYI 3 Desirable
methodologies
Need automated GN&C hardware and software system to provide crew with
CN-g	 Integrated Onboard GN&C mission-preserving on-board operations during loss-0f-communications ETDP is not funding Unfunded [mprove mission reliability. Orion, Lander Orion FY1:3 Altair Highly DesirableSystem events_ Also need automated CN&C for all mission phases. including orbit, !iNs activity at this lime. FY1:i
landing and RPODU.
Managing IPse-c keys and security policies for the lunar phase will require ETOP is not funding Improve data security and Communication CommunicationCN-9	 IPsec for Lunar technology advancements due to creeds beyond those developed for this activity at ibis tune. Unfunded communications reliability. Systems Systems FY14 Desirableterrestrial and LF0 env{rortments_
Need to increase onboard data flow (e. g., avionics and or crew to off-board
data) through reliable RE communication capable of mitigating vehicle E'TDtS
 is oaf funding improve nnmmunications reflability Communication Orion FY13CN-10	 Wireless Spacecraft inlernaE multipath distortion while reducing overall mass duo to spacecraft
this activity at this tune, Unfunded and reduce system mass_ Systems, Orion CommuniaaGati §9igtriy Desirab€ecabling. Polemia€fy allows lower vehicle mass through highly reduced Systems FY14
cabling needs. Allows for spacecraR bus acafabiiity.
Communication
Improve situatinnai awareness and Ccimmunlaation Systems FY14
CN-1 f	 Mixed Signs! Technology
	 -
A common mixed signal technology is needed that can provide radiation- STOP is not funding Unfunded -communications, imprav€ng Systems, EVA EVA Systems Desirable!cf®rant, fault-{olorai3t operation accuse al! architecture elements. Phis activity at this lima.
opera€tonal efficiency_ Systems f=Y#3
Mobility Systems Surface Systems
FY14
Software Defined Radio for A low mass, space qualified. multi-frinctional S-band Radio is desired that improve situational awareness and
CN-12	 Altair	 Band supports multiple S-band frequencies an 	 C3d data rates, multiple	 [ data ETDP is not funding Unfunded Communication Communication Highly Desirable
Communicalinns formatshvaveforms, iadiomefric functions to provide rang pfranga-rate :	and this activity at this time.
commuuicata	 improving
operational 
e	 ciency
l efficiency Systems Systems FY,4
normal and reverse band operations
Capability is desired for non-line-of-Sight, low-frequency radios that exploit
Surface Over-the-Horizon the unique surface signal propagation environment, combined with advanced Improve situational awareness and
CN 13	 Communications coded modulation techniques as well as non-powered optical surface relays. E -l'DIP is not funding Unfunded eor municafiarts, improving Gommunication Communication t3esirable
T'achno]ogias  provide safet	 u	 abilil	 far remote
py critical
	 p seal bac u	 u as®communica{ions capability this aciivit	 at this time.y operational efficiency . Sy stains Systems FYtqy '
surface exploration and when surface assets and orbiting satellites are not in
view
Need opifcaf based terminals to enable high bandwidth links to support Significantly increase data
High-Bandwidth, Advanced surface to surface, surface to space and direct to Earth communications High-Bandwidth transmission capacity for high Comrnu€ricallan CommunicationH$C 1	
optical Communications Need to transmit at a g4gabltisec and receive at fen ntegabits1sec. Need Communication Project Funded definition video and other Systems Sys towns F'Yi4 Desirablephoton counting detectors at 1.5 micron wavelength, two-way ranging with
applications.
centimeter class precision and c€ock synchronization,
Technology
